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Ceiling and wall panels 
 BogOakDesignStudio  

Catalogue of veneered products

Ceiling and wall panels are made using natural bog oak veneer

The lines of veneered ceiling and wall panels are classified by
colors and shades.BogOakDesignStdio distinguishes 3 main line
meets the following colors : 

 
Black (FalconDesignPanel) 
Gray (TakhionDesignPanel)
Brown (EsteticDesignPanel)
 

www,bogoakdesignstudio.com

The value of natural bog oak is the uniqueness of beauty and
variety of color and texture invoice without the possibility of
replenishment of this natural resource
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The photo shows the panel series "Falcon" uncoated, no shirt selection: at the request
of the customer

www,bogoakdesignstudio.com

 
Series "Falcon"
 

The series "Falcon" includes 6 types of panels, depending on the finish and installation method

Size:
16 х 1030 х 2800 мм
16 х 600 х 600 мм
16 х 600 х 1200 мм

BogOakDedignStudio 
manufactures ceiling-
wall panel intricate
geometric forms on
request

Art.SP0811 Coating oil "Nature" butt connection
Art.SP0812 Coating oil is "Half-man" butt connection
Art.SP0813 Coating lacquer "Gloss lacquer" butt connection

Art.SP0814 Coating oil "Nature" connection spike-groove
Art.SP0815 Coating oil "Halfmat" connection spike-groove 
Art.SP0816 Coating lacquer "Gloss lacquer" connection spike-groove 

1м2 
-150 euro
-150 еuro
-200 euro
 
1м2 
-160 еuro
-160 еuro
-210 еuro
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The photo shows the panel series "Takhion" uncoated: at the request of the customer
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Series "Takhion"
 

The series "Takhion" includes 6 types of panels, depending on the finish and installation method

Size:
16 х 1030 х 2800 мм
16 х 600 х 600 мм
16 х 600 х 1200 мм

BogOakDedignStudio 
manufactures ceiling-
wall panel intricate
geometric forms on
request

Art.SP0821 Coating oil "Nature" butt connection
Art.SP0822 Coating oil is "Half-man" butt connection
Art.SP0823 Coating lacquer "Gloss lacquer" butt connection

Art.SP0824 Coating oil "Nature" connection spike-groove
Art.SP0825 Coating oil "Halfmat" connection spike-groove 
Art.SP0826 Coating lacquer "Gloss lacquer" connection spike-groove 

1м2 
-135 euro
-135 еuro
-185 euro
 
1м2 
-145 еuro
-145 еuro
-195 еuro
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The photo shows the panel series "Estetic" uncoated: at the request of the customer
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Series "Estetic"
 

The series "Estetic" includes 6 types of panels, depending on the finish and installation method

Size:
16 х 1030 х 2800 мм
16 х 600 х 600 мм
16 х 600 х 1200 мм

BogOakDedignStudio 
manufactures ceiling-
wall panel intricate
geometric forms on
request

Art.SP0831 Coating oil "Nature" butt connection
Art.SP0832 Coating oil is "Half-man" butt connection
Art.SP0833 Coating lacquer "Gloss lacquer" butt connection

Art.SP0834 Coating oil "Nature" connection spike-groove
Art.SP0835 Coating oil "Halfmat" connection spike-groove 
Art.SP0836 Coating lacquer "Gloss lacquer" connection spike-groove 

1м2 
-120euro
-120 еuro
-170 euro
 
1м2 
-130 еuro
-130 еuro
-180 еuro
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It is possible to manufacture panels for installation in dense and with
gaps. When installed with clearances of the original panel croquette
using a veneer of similar colour and texture format. The price of the
edge is calculated based on the size of the original panel

BogOakDesignStudio guarantees the uniqueness of the finished ceiling
and wall panels, the rarity and uniqueness of bog oak proves it.

Our Studio takes part in the selection of the best texture, color and
format solutions for individual design projects-on request
 

Сonsultations are held on the further use and maintenance of our
products
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